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cliff buzz made hide

off fuzz shade ride

stuff jazz spade slide

puff whizz cake pride

stiff fizz snake wife

cross yell awake life

dress spell game smile

stress drill flame crime

boss roll blame slime

loss bell came nine
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joked cross whizz shade

invited dress yell snake

deleted boss bell flame
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choke cube these thinly

rode tube theme slowly 

joke mute even nearly

stone fuse Pete quickly

rope duke Steve neatly

home rude eve kindly 

chose flute delete safe

alone fluke extreme safely

cone June bed like

bone prune pen likely 
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slide joke mute theme

wife home flute delete

smile alone prune bed
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puffing throb footballer slip

thinking throbbing player slipper

kissing flip painter swim

marching flipping teacher swimmer

sleeping skip banker shake

staying skipping camper shaker

destroying shop thinker dance

holding shopping toaster dancer

training stop speaker skate

falling stopping trainer skater
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slowly puffing throbbing painter

quickly sleeping flipping speaker

likely falling skipping trainer
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chesty spot stone book

bulky spotty stony books

smelly dot ice paint

flashy dotty icy paints

sleepy skin bone cloud

greedy skinny boney clouds

windy run smoke snail

stinky runny smoky snails

dirty mud drive tray

lumpy muddy driver trays
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swimmer smelly spotty stony

dancer greedy skinny icy

skater dirty muddy smoky
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beach body boy

beaches bodies boys

fox jelly railway

foxes jellies railways

kiss lady leaf

kisses ladies leaves

buzz story loaf

buzzes stories loaves

wish baby elf

wishes babies elves
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paints beaches bodies

clouds foxes ladies

trays wishes babies




